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The Kabuki dramas are based on popular legends and myth,

or sometimes on historical events, they are performed on a

wide shallow stage with a sort of cause way running from the

left hand side of the stage to the back of the hall along which

the actors make their entrance and exits all this being at about

the level of the audience hands




   

         

        





 

     









         









         








 



            





        




        



         





  





 

        



             



       

         

          



         







        



        





 



         












       

 

           







         

  




 



  



           

 


  

    

        





 





 

         



 





       

          



       

 








 

     

   



       

        

       












         

       



 

           

  

  




 

  

          








The subtle confilict brought out more by Tagore’s inimitable

dialogues then through concrete action would not when staged

permit its easy aprehension by the majority of audience and

so stipped in the producer (Mr. Sambhu Mitra) with his new

psychological thechnique and actors with their rare gifts of

expression to lift the audience to the lure Tagore’s spirit.
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Go ahead
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The play was flawlessly presented by Bhurupee’s young

accomplished artistits under Shambhu Mitra’s imaginative

direction.




So much the greater then, my admiration for the produce and

his excellent cast, for the play was enjoyable to the heighest

degree even without the aid of dialogues. What appealed to





me most was that by some subtle emphasis here and there

a rather old theme has been a tremendously contemporary

impact.


 





 



 

       

 



         

  


        



  





 



         







        

 





       








          





         

 

 

        







  

 



      

      





 





   

           

        

  






‘A doll’s house’



  





 

 

 

   

 







Sambhu Mitra’s ‘Putul Khela’ retains the terrifying realism





and the dedicate balance of human relationships of Ibsen’s A

Doll’s House. It is as arresting and welknit as the original. In

the presentation from beginning to the tremendous beginning

to the tremendious tragic finale, through emotions and actions

and action tauntless and tension the play is an experience in

the theatre




 

       




  



          

        



 

       





      

        

         

         












‘A Doll’s House’

   

 

 



  







 

      

  




 



It was a shining and immaculate production which had both

pull and attack and several strudy, animated perpormaness.

The keynote was simplicity. The setting had been devised with

great economy and the lighting was unvariable throughout. The

umphasis was on acting, which had pluencey and passion




   

 







          

 



 

      



 






      



 





 



  

 

 

   



 





  



   













   

   

          

        

  








 

    

 

 

   











  






    























   






    

   







        

        




         







 

      

 

 

          





 

        

        Play is

thing


 











The stage setting pillared front of a palace and an intelligent

spacing of levels suited the peculiar mixture of granduer and

pure simplicity of action which mark the plays It may not be

fair to compare the bengali play with the original; But although

the translation was ably done in keeping with the poclic spirit

of the orginal one missing element was the famous

sophoclean irony which in vain was sought by this reviewer

in the dialogue. Bahurupee seems t have put all their eggs in

the basked of ‘pity and harror’.


  



 

 

 

     







        




 

 







      

         



 



       

        










Sambhu Mitras direction has primarily sought to

emphasizethe realistic content of the play. Therein his success

is undoubted but there is often an overdose of the built-up-

tention. Mitras flair for foolproof coaching is reflected in the

exceedingly high standard of performance put in by the most

of the numbers of the east.


  

 

 



 

 





 

        






 

 

  

 



    

 

         

 


 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 





    









 


 
    

      

  

    

  

      

            


     

 

         
      

 
       

    





        
      

              
    

          
      

             
    

  
    

            
      

              
    

  
    

     
    

  

 ‘The Penguin Dictionary of the Theatre’ (1966) p. 141
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